Project Document Manager - PDM 3.0
Create, Publish, Manage and Distribute Project Information More Effectively
Plans and specs are not the only types of information critical to a successful project.

PDM 3.0 is more than just a planroom.

The Project Document Manager - PDM 3.0 suite sets a new standard for publishing, managing, sharing, and distributing information between all project participants.

PDM Pro 3.0 is the ideal solution for users who need powerful tools for capturing, organizing and distributing construction information throughout the entire project lifecycle. PDM Pro incorporates many features including:

- Contractor Prequalification
- Contractor Evaluations
- Submittal Management
- Invitation to bid and bid management
- Document Management
- Project Closeout

PDM Pro is the perfect tool for helping firms be more productive and meet their risk mitigation initiatives.

PDM Enterprise is the ultimate solution for companies that require more flexibility. The Enterprise version provides users with options to customize PDM to better meet their needs. This includes custom integrations with solutions users currently use.

PDM Collaboration 3.0 is a client seat that can be added to any PDM Pro or Enterprise system. It gives users the ability to publish documents to a project only. It is perfect for those that do not need the full functionality of PDM Pro, yet need to be a part of the collaboration process. PDM Collaboration licenses can be purchased individually or in bulk.

The entire PDM suite is available for purchase or on subscription. PDM 3.0 is available in single seat subscription configuration, making it easy and very affordable to get started.

The Document Sync Process - PDM 3.0 offers simple yet sophisticated document transfers for distributing project information. The Document Sync feature allows PDM users to transfer project documents including plans, specs, addendums, and submittals with a single click of the mouse. This seamless process provides all members of the project with organized and up to date information.

All PDM 3.0 systems as well as the McGraw Hill Construction Network - Dodge have the ability to share project information using the new PDM 3.0 Document Sync process. PDM Pro 3.0, and Enterprise 3.0 users that have the proper permissions will be able to directly transfer information from one PDM 3.0 system to another. McGraw Hill Construction Network - Dodge customers will also be able to sync project information directly from the Dodge Network to their PDM system.

Because the Document Sync process transfers documents exactly how they are organized in the main project, Document Syncing improves unorganized downloads, CD distribution, FTP sites, and email processes.

For more information about PDM Document Sync contact your local certified ReproMAX reseller.
PDM defines a process that helps firms be more competitive in the evolving AEC industry.

PDM 3.0 reduces the time it takes to share, collaborate, manage, and distribute project information.

Project Document Manager - PDM 3.0 combines many tasks to help construction be more productive. Whether it is one feature or all of them, PDM 3.0 provides significant value improving project productivity and mitigating company risk.

Prequalification and Contact Management
Reduce your risk and contractor defaults by implementing PDM’s integrated sub contractor prequal program. End the days of manually entering faxed in subcontractor information. Subs login to the easy to use website and submit their company information online. Once the subcontractor fills out the online form, your staff will be able to easily review, approve, and search the capabilities of each subcontractor in your private database.

Invitation to Bid and Bid Management
PDM’s unique tools allow you to set up your bid packages, invite your bidders, and monitor each bidders intentions. Bidders will then have a centralized place to view, download, sync, and order printed documents by using the branded PDM web portal. Reduce printing and eliminate CD distribution costs with PDM’s flexible bid management system designed to streamline the bid process.

Submittal Management
Submit, share, review, and manage an electronic submittal process using PDM 3.0’s process designed specifically for construction. All PDM components work together to provide a seamless submittal process. Managing and cataloging submittals electronically improves your ability to use PDM Closeout to shorten the time it takes to traditionally perform project closeout.

Contractor Evaluations
Improve your ability to privately manage subcontractors past performance on projects. PDM’s unique evaluation process will track individual contractors performance based on specific criteria. PDM will help your company effectively manage and share contractor evaluation information consistently across the entire organization.

Project Closeout
Organizing and Managing documents that are vital to project closeout throughout the project electronically all but eliminates lengthy closeout periods. PDM 3.0 offers simple closeout tools that simplify and shorten the time it takes to closeout projects. PDM’s electronic closeout will provide project owners with a closeout of searchable electronic project documentation stored in a way they can use.

For More Information
Contact your local certified ReproMAX reseller for a live demonstration of how PDM 3.0 can help your organization improve many of the fragmented processes associated with the typical construction process.

PDM will formalize your strategic plan to be more productive and mitigate risk.